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What do AstraZeneca’s (AZ) negative MYSTIC trial results
mean for other anti-CTLA-4 antibody developers?
AZ’s Tremelimumab is an IgG2 antibody which has a different mechanism of action than IgG1
anti-CTLA-4 antibodies. The only approved anti-CTLA-4 antibody is BMS’s Yervoy®, which is
an IgG1.
Agenus’ anti-CTLA-4, AGEN1884, is also an IgG1 with demonstrated clinical and
pharmacologic comparability to Yervoy.
We see the MYSTIC trial negative result as a positive for Agenus for the following reasons:
•	
Other than Yervoy, AGEN1884 is the most clinically advanced anti-CTLA-4 antibody that
has a differentiated mechanism of action as compared to Tremelimumab
•	
We have shown that an IgG1 anti-CTLA-4 antibody provides more than just blockade of
the CTLA-4 receptor (Reference). We also recently published that, in addition to blocking
CTLA-4, AGEN1884 promotes FcyR-dependent anti-tumor mechanisms which is expected
to provide superior therapeutic benefit to IgG2 antibodies. These studies further highlight
the advantages of an IgG1 (like a Yervoy) over an IgG2 (like a Tremelimumab).

Agenus’ CTLA-4 and PD-1 Antibodies Are Advancing Towards Potential
BLA in 2L Cervical Cancer
•	
Our proprietary antibodies that bind to these validated targets—AGEN1884 (anti-CTLA4
IgG1) and AGEN2034 (an anti-PD-1 antibody)—are the most advanced clinical stage
combination with registrational potential in 2L cervical cancer.
•	
Agenus’ strategy in cervical cancer is to submit potential BLA filings for both PD-1
monotherapy and combination therapy as early as 2020
•	
For recent clinical data on this combination, please see here.

CTLA-4 remains attractive for future Agenus I-O combinations
•	
In summary, we believe that the value of our anti-CTLA-4 antibody is supported by
underlying scientific rationale – importantly, biological advantages of an IgG1 vs IgG2
backbone and prior clinical validation remains intact.
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